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ABSTRACT 
The objective of the present study is to compare the QL of a wide range of chronic disease 
patients. Secondary analysis of eight existing data sets, including over 15,000 patients, 
was performed. The studies were conducted between 1993 and 1996 and included 
population-based samples, referred samples, consecutive samples, and/or consecutive 
samples. The SF-36 or SF-24 were employed as generic QL instruments. Patients who 
were older, female, had a low level of education, were not living with a partner, and had 
at least one comorbid condition, in general, reported the poorest level of QL. On the basis 
of rank ordering across the QL dimensions, three broad categories could be distinguished. 
Urogenital conditions, hearing impairments, psychiatric disorders, and dermatologic 
conditions were found to result in relatively favorable functioning. A group of disease 
clusters assuming an intermediate position encompassed cardiovascular conditions, 
cancer, endocrinologic conditions, visual impairments, and chronic respiratory diseases. 
Gastrointestinal conditions, cerebrovascular/neurologic conditions, renal diseases, and 
musculoskeletal conditions led to the most adverse sequelae. This categorization reflects 
the combined result of the diseases and comorbid conditions. If these results are replicated 
and validated in future studies, they can be considered in addition to information on the 
prevalence of the diseases, potential benefits of care, and current disease-specific 
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expenditures. This combined information will help to better plan and allocate resources 
for research, training, and health care. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The past decades have witnessed an increasing prevalence of chronic disorders, as a result of better 

prevention, management of infectious diseases, improved living conditions, medical technological 
improvements, and the overall aging of the population. The health-related quality of life (QL) of 
patients with chronic disorders is frequently impaired. An important objective of health care in the 
U.S. and other Western countries is to increase the span of life years while maintaining an optimal QL 
[1,2]. QL is not only a primary concern of patients, their families, and clinicians, but is also of policy 
interest. Estimates of the relative impact of chronic diseases on QL are needed to better plan and 
allocate resources for research, training, and health care. 

While numerous studies have addressed the impact of chronic diseases and their treatment on QL, the 
relative impact of different chronic conditions on patients’ level of subjective functioning is mostly 
unknown [3,4]. On the basis of a systematic literature review,1 we identified only 20 studies [3–22] 
that compared the QL across chronic disease populations. The question arises what these studies 
reveal about the relative position of the conditions regarding QL. To enable a comparison across 
conditions, they were aggregated into disease clusters. For example, hypertension and myocardial 
infarction have been grouped into a cluster labeled “cardiovascular conditions” (Fig. 1). These disease 
clusters were then compared within each study. These comparisons resulted in a positive, an 
equivalent, or a negative position of each disease cluster relative to other disease clusters with respect 
to physical/functional and/or psychosocial well-being. The relative position of each disease cluster 
was then established across studies (Table 1). 

[ FIGURE 1 ] 

[ TABLE 1 ] 
 
Both musculoskeletal and renal disease were found to result in greater physical and functional 

impairments, while the psychosocial sequelae were modest. The remaining chronic conditions appear 
to have a comparable impact on both physical/ functional and psychological/social aspects of well-
being. Hearing or visual impairments, gastrointestinal diseases, and endocrinologic conditions appear 
to hold a predominantly positive position relative to other diseases. A broad group encompassing 
chronic respiratory diseases, cancer, urogenital conditions, cardiovascular conditions, musculoskeletal 
conditions, and renal diseases was found to have both a positive and negative position relative to other 
conditions. Finally, the disease clusters that were found to hold mainly a negative position include 
AIDS, cerebrovascular/neurologic conditions, and psychiatric disorders. Clearly, given the 
underrepresentation of a number of disease clusters (e.g., hearing impairments and renal disease), the 
heterogeneity of the studies with respect to sample composition, sample size, instruments and 

                                                      
1 A series of literature searches was conducted on MEDLINE and CLINPSYCH databases for the years 1992–1998, to identify 

studies that compared the QL across chronic disease populations. The medical subject headings “quality of life” and its 
equivalents (i.e., “well-being,” “health status,” “physical, psychological or social functioning”) were combined with “chronic 
disease.” Additionally, searches were performed on the basis of the combinations “psychological adaptation,” “psychological 
distress,” “social support,” “social adjustment,” “activities of daily living” on the one hand and “chronic disease” on the other. 
Additional searches were conducted via the references lists of the selected articles. Studies published in English and Dutch 
were included in the review. Studies were selected for review in which: a) at least two different chronic diseases were 
compared; b) at least one of the four QL dimensions was examined (i.e., physical, functional, psychological, or social well-
being); and c) the levels (means) of these dimensions were compared and/or tested across the chronic disease populations. 
Studies were excluded from this review that were concerned with pediatric subjects (i.e., children, adolescents), because the 
problems involved in pediatric health care are substantially different from those encountered with adult patients. The search 
identified 20 studies that met these criteria. Because the research in this area is multidisciplinary, it is difficult to know if one 
has collated an exhaustive list of references. Nevertheless, given the identified approach, we are confident that the studies 
included provide a representative picture of the current research in this area. The literature study is documented in: Haes de 
JCJM, Sprangers MAG, Regt de HB et al. Adaptieve Opgaven Bij Chronische Ziekte. Nederlandse Organisatie voor 
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, Den Haag, 1997. 
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procedures, and the methodological limitations inherent in such comparisons, these results need to be 
viewed with caution. 

Empirical data are needed to corroborate these findings. We therefore investigated the level and 
profiles of QL in a wide range of chronic disease populations in response to a request of the 
Netherlands Committee of Chronic Diseases. This committee wished to gain insight into the relative 
impact of chronic diseases on QL, which could help to better allocate research funds. A secondary 
analysis on eight existing data sets was conducted. The research questions were threefold and 
pertained to the extent to which: a) sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity affect QL across 
chronic disease patients, b) disease categories within their respective disease clusters differ in the level 
and pattern of QL, and c) the disease clusters themselves differ in the level and pattern of QL. The 
terms QL, well-being, health status, and functioning will be used interchangeably. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Selection of data sets 
To identify relevant data, all research groups known to examine chronic diseases in the Netherlands 

were mailed a questionnaire asking detailed information about available data sets that could be used 
for secondary analysis. Thirty-two potentially relevant data sets were thus identified. The following 
guidelines were used to select studies: 1) full coverage of QL domains (i.e., physical, functional, 
psychological, and social well-being) [23,24]; 2) use of standardized QL instruments; 3) inclusion of a 
range of chronic diseases; 4) large overall sample size (preferably more than 200); 5) medically 
confirmed diagnoses (in contrast to self-report); 6) recency of data (since 1992); and 7) breadth of 
accrual in terms of geographical regions. While these criteria were not always fulfilled (e.g., diagnoses 
were frequently based on selfreport), the use of a similar, standardized QL instrument was employed 
as the most important criterion, given the study objective. Eight data sets were thus selected. The 
remaining 24 data sets employed a different questionnaire, included only one or two disease 
categories, and/or were based on small samples accrued in restricted geographical regions. A detailed 
description of the selected data sets is provided in the Appendix. 

2.2. Levels of aggregation 
These eight data sets provided information of 47 patient samples and over 15,000 patients (see 

Appendix). Two levels of aggregation were distinguished. First, patient samples were combined when 
they belonged to the same disease category (e.g., hypertension in datasets 5 and 8). Second, the 
disease categories were combined to form disease clusters (e.g., hypertension and heart condition were 
grouped into a cluster labeled cardiovascular conditions). In some cases, all the individual patient 
samples could be combined into one cluster (e.g., chronic respiratory diseases), or the cluster consisted 
of only one patient sample (e.g., hearing impairments) (Fig. 1). 

2.3. Provided data 

2.3.1. Dependent measures 
The MOS 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36) has been used in seven studies. The SF-36 is a 

generic health status instrument designed for use across a wide range of chronic disease populations. 
The SF-36 has been shown to have excellent reliability and validity when employed with diverse 
patient populations in the U.S. [25,26] and the Netherlands [27,28]. 

The SF-36 is composed of 36 items, organized into 8 multi-item scales covering a similar number of 
dimensions, including physical functioning (PF), physical role functioning (PRF), bodily pain (BP), 
general health (GH), vitality (V), social functioning (SF), emotional role functioning (ERF), and 
mental health (MH). These dimensions are ordered from first to last according to the extent to which 
they measure physical or mental functioning [29]. One additional item pertains to health transition 
(HT). On the basis of these separate subscales, component summary scores were calculated to provide 
a global measure of physical (PCS) and mental functioning (MCS), respectively. These summary 
scores were calculated according to guidelines provided by the director of the International Quality of 
Life Assessment project (Barbara Gandek, New England Medical Center, personal communication, 
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1998). The means and standard deviations of the general population of Amsterdam were used to 
transform the raw subscale scores to Z -scores. These Z -scores were multiplied with the weights of 
the American general population because the weights of the Dutch general population were not 
available at the time.2 These scores were subsequently multiplied by 10 and summed with 50 to obtain 
transformed summary scores that are normally distributed with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation 
of 10. The scales, single item, and summary scores range from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating 
a better health status. Means and standard deviations were provided by the original researchers for 
each subscale, the single item, and the two summary scores. 

In one large data set (the GLAS study), the MOS Short- Form General Health Survey (SF-20) [30] 
has been used, supplemented by the four items of the vitality scale as used in the SF-36, resulting in 
the SF-24. Because both instruments originate from the Rand Health Insurance Study Questionnaire, 
the two questionnaires are comparable in content, albeit not entirely identical with respect to the 
wording of some of the items and response options. With the exception of the subscale “emotional role 
functioning” and single item “health transition,” the SF-24 encompasses the same dimensions as the 
SF-36. The Dutch version of the questionnaire has established levels of reliability and validity [31]. 
Summary scores for the SF-24 cannot be calculated. 

2.3.2. Sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity 
The variables included: age (<45 years; 45–64 years; >64 years); gender, education level (low, 

intermediate, high); living situation (married or living together vs. other); and comorbidity (at least 
one comorbid condition vs. none). Per background characteristic, means and standard deviations were 
provided for each patient sample for the subscales of the SF-36/SF-24, and the single item and the two 
summary scores of the SF-36. 

2.4. Analysis 

2.4.1. Influence of sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity 
First, the potential influence of the sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity was examined 

for each patient sample separately. Clear, unequivocal guidelines for interpreting differences between 
mean scores as clinically and socially relevant are not available yet [29,32]. However, Ware [29] 
considers a difference of 2 points on a scale from 0 to 100 as “very small” (p. 7:9). We therefore 
decided that mean scores that differed less than 2 points were equivalent. This criterion was employed 
for the mean subscale scores and the mean summary scores. Subsample sizes less than 10 patients 
were ignored. 

Second, the extent to which a difference between subgroups pointed systematically in one direction 
(e.g., a systematically higher score for women than for men) was established for each patient sample. 
The following decision rules were employed. A difference between two means (e.g., males vs. 
females) for the dimensions was considered to be systematic if: a) at least six of nine dimensions 
pointed into one direction, while the remaining three dimensions were equivalent; or b) at least seven 
of nine dimensions pointed into one direction, while only one remaining dimension showed a 
difference in the opposite direction. All other cases were considered indicative of the absence of a 
systematic effect of a particular background characteristic. In case of seven dimensions (for the SF-24) 
and/or three categories (i.e., for age and education) comparable decision rules were employed. Third, 
the number of times a background characteristic was found to exert a systematic effect was calculated 
across patient samples. 

2.4.2. Comparison of disease categories within their respective disease clusters 
For those disease categories that encompassed more than one patient sample (Fig. 1), overall means 

were calculated by averaging the means of the constituent samples, weighted by sample size. With 

                                                      
2 Ware et al. [36] have compared PCS and MCS scores using standard U.S. scoring algorithms with factor weights derived from 

the U.S. general population, with those using country-specific factor weights. The correlations between the two SF-36 
summary measures using standard U.S. and country-specific scoring algorithms were 0.991 and 0.990, respectively, for a 
Dutch sample. The strength of these findings led the authors to recommend the use of U.S.-derived scoring algorithms. 
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respect to specific QL dimensions, a difference of less than 1 point between mean scores was 
considered equivalent. This difference is smaller than the 2-point difference employed for individual 
samples (see former paragraph), because the variance of aggregated means is smaller than the variance 
of their component means. For each dimension, the mean scores were ranked across the disease 
categories within the disease cluster. Ties (cases where differences in mean scores were less than 1 
point) were given a mean ranking. The rankings were subsequently summed for each disease category 
across the dimensions. To enable comparison across studies, only the seven scales used by both the 
SF-36 and SF-24 were used. The summed ranking score is minimally seven (the number of subscales) 
and maximally seven times the number of disease categories compared. A lower ranking sum is 
indicative of better functioning. Because the two summary scores were missing in a number of data 
sets, these were not taken into account. 

2.4.3. Comparison across disease clusters 
Mean scores were calculated per disease cluster for each separate dimension and for the physical and 

mental component summary scores. If the cluster consisted of the original patient samples, a weighted 
mean score was calculated. If the disease cluster consisted of disease categories (Fig. 1), the mean 
score was based on the means of these disease categories.3 The means were subsequently ranked per 
QL dimension across the disease clusters. A rank score of 1 indicated the most favorable health status 
and a ranking of 13 indicated the poorest level of functioning, given the number of disease clusters. 
Mean rank scores were given to ties (a difference of less than 1 point). The rank scores for the seven 
dimensions were subsequently summed per disease cluster to obtain an overall rank order of the 
disease clusters. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Influence of sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity 

3.1.1. Age 
Older patients reported a poor QL than younger ones on the QL dimensions and physical functioning. 

None of the comparisons revealed results that were in the opposite direction. There was no effect of 
age on mental functioning (Table 2). 

[ TABLE 2 ] 
 

3.1.2. Gender 
Male patients reported a more positive or comparable level of QL than female patients on the 

separate QL dimensions and mental functioning. No such gender effect was found for physical 
functioning. 

3.1.3. Education 
In general, a low level of education coincided with poor QL as indicated by the results of the separate 

dimensions and physical functioning. This effect was less clear for mental functioning. No differences 
were found for the QL dimensions, physical and mental functioning between an intermediate or high 
level of education (data not shown). 

3.1.4. Living situation 

                                                      
3 Because these means were not further corrected for sample size, we examined whether the ranking differed when it was 

based on weighted means. While these different approaches resulted in a slightly different rank order, the general distinction 
among disease clusters was not affected. 
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Patients who live with a partner reported a better QL than patients who have a different living 
situation on the specific dimensions and mental functioning. This effect was not reflected in physical 
functioning. 

3.1.5. Comorbidity 
Patients with at least one comorbid condition reported a poorer QL on the separate dimensions, the 

physical and mental functioning. The results never pointed in the opposite direction. 

3.2. Comparison of disease categories within their respective disease clusters 

3.2.1. Cardiovascular conditions 
Patients with hypertension reported better functioning than patients with a heart condition on all 

dimensions, with the exception of mental health (Table 3). 

[ TABLE 3 ] 
 

3.2.2. Cerebrovascular/neurologic conditions 
The following rank order was obtained (from best to poorest QL): 1) neuromuscular disease; 2) 

migraine; 3) stroke; 4) multiple sclerosis; and 5) Parkinson/epilepsy. Patients with neuromuscular 
disease and migraine clearly reported the most favorable levels of functioning. However, patients with 
migraine had a different score pattern than the remaining patient groups. While they reported better 
physical and role functioning, general health, and vitality, they reported the highest level of pain. 
While multiple sclerosis patients and patients with neuromuscular disease reported the lowest level of 
pain, the health status of patients with multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, or epilepsy was most 
severely impaired. 

3.2.3. Endocrinologic conditions 
While the summed rank scores were comparable, they were more favorable for patients with thyroid 

gland impairments than for those with diabetes. The largest differences between these disease 
categories were found for role functioning, general health, and social functioning. 

3.2.4. Gastrointestinal conditions 
Patients with an ulcer in the stomach or duodenum or with bowel disease had systematically higher 

levels of physical, role, and social functioning than patients with liver disease, gall stones, or gall 
bladder inflammation. However, the mean scores of the remaining dimensions were comparable across 
the two disease categories. 

3.2.5. Musculoskeletal conditions 
The ranking resulted in the following order: 1) rheumatoid arthritis; 2) back impairments; and 3) 

osteoarthritis/ other joint complaints. While patients with rheumatoid arthritis reported less pain, better 
social and mental functioning, they reported poorer role functioning, general health, and vitality. 

3.2.6. Psychiatric disorders 
Patients with alcohol abuse/dependence reported better functioning on all dimensions than patients 

with either anxiety disorders or depression. Patients with depression reported consistently the poorest 
level of functioning. 

3.3. Comparisons across disease clusters 

3.3.1. Specific QL dimensions 
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Table 4 presents the rank order across the QL dimensions, with urogenital conditions having the best 
and musculoskeletal conditions the poorest QL. Three striking results merit attention. First, the health 
status profiles vary widely across disease clusters. For example, while patients with gastrointestinal 
conditions, cerebrovascular/neurologic conditions, renal disease, or musculoskeletal conditions 
reported the lowest levels of physical functioning and physical role functioning they differ in other 
respects. Patients with cerebrovascular/neurologic conditions reported relatively favorable levels of 
pain, but were found to have the poorest levels of social functioning and mental health. Patients with 
musculoskeletal conditions reported the poorest levels of physical functioning, role functioning and 
pain, while patients with renal disease reported the poorest level of general health. Second, the pattern 
of mean scores of psychiatric patients is entirely different from that of physically ill patients. 
Psychiatric patients reported relatively poor levels of vitality and mental functioning, while the levels 
of physical and role functioning were highest in comparison to all other patient clusters. Third, the 
discrepancies in mean scores of the mental functioning subscales varies within narrower margins 
across the disease clusters than those of the physical functioning scales. 

[ TABLE 4 ] 
 

3.3.2. Physical and mental health 
The available mean scores of the physical and mental component summary scores are depicted in 

Fig. 2. Because the means of these summary scores are set at 50 (see section on Dependent Measures), 
the figure can be divided into four quadrants. First, the most positive quadrant (physical and mental 
component summary scores >50) is empty, indicating that patients in all disease clusters were 
impaired with respect to at least one dimension. Second, while psychiatric patients reported the highest 
level of physical functioning (>50), their mental functioning was poorest. Third, patients with 
cardiovascular conditions, hearing impairments, and musculoskeletal disease reported relatively 
positive levels of mental functioning (>50), while their level of physical functioning was among the 
most negative. Fourth, the majority of disease clusters were found to have levels of physical as well as 
mental functioning below 50, including visual impairments, cerebrovascular and/or neurologic 
conditions, endocrinologic conditions, cancer, and chronic respiratory conditions. 

[ FIGURE 2 ] 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

4.1. Influence of sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity 
The extent to which the sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity exert a systematic effect 

on perceived QL was examined for each patient sample separately. Some clear trends emerged, despite 
the heterogeneity of the data sets. Patients who were older, female, had a low level of education, were 
not living with a partner, and had at least one comorbid condition, in general, reported the poorest 
level of QL. 

4.2. Comparisons of disease categories within their respective disease clusters 
Within disease clusters comparisons were made of component disease categories to examine the 

extent to which these disease categories differ in magnitude and type of impaired QL. Frequently, 
clear and interpretable patterns of functioning emerged as was the case with hypertension versus heart 
condition; thyroid gland impairments versus diabetes; ulcer in the stomach/duodenum versus liver 
disease/ gallstones; and alcohol abuse/dependence versus anxiety disorders and depression. The 
profiles of neuromuscular disease and migraine compared to stroke and to multiple sclerosis and 
Parkinson’s disease/epilepsy were not entirely clear and straightforward. Additionally, the levels and 
profiles of functioning of rheumatoid arthritis versus back impairments versus osteoarthritis/other joint 
complaints were at odds with clinical expectations and may need to be viewed with some reserve. 
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4.3. Comparisons across disease clusters 

Disease clusters were compared to examine the extent to which they differ in the level and pattern of 
reported QL. Behind the resulting rank order very different profiles of functioning were hidden as 
revealed by the score pattern of the different dimensions and of the physical and mental component 
summary scores. Some disease clusters, such as musculoskeletal conditions, were characterized by 
profound impairments. Others were typified by adverse psychosocial or mental functioning, as was the 
case with psychiatric conditions. Clearly, the majority of disease clusters were plagued by physical as 
well as mental dysfunctions. 

The results of the extant literature are generally in line with those of the secondary analysis. Hearing 
impairments were found to result in relatively favorable functioning. A group of disease clusters 
assuming an intermediate position encompassed cardiovascular conditions, cancer, endocrinologic 
conditions, and chronic respiratory diseases. Patients who reported the poorest levels of functioning 
were those with cerebrovascular/neurologic conditions, renal disease, and musculoskeletal conditions. 
Discrepancies between the extant literature and the current study were found with respect to visual 
impairments and gastrointestinal disease, which assumed a less favorable position in the secondary 
data analysis than in the literature. Conversely, urogenital conditions and psychiatric disorders, in 
particular, had a more favorable position in the current data analysis in comparison to the extant 
literature. 

Overall, the level of functioning of all disease clusters was lower than that of a healthy population, 
despite the strong variations across disease clusters. Three studies [28,33,34] have provided the 
responses to the SF-36 or SF-24 of Dutch healthy individuals. A comparison with these QL results 
indicates that the discrepancies are substantial. Relatedly, the mean summary scores were occasionally 
more than half a standard deviation (5 points) below the mean of 50, thus revealing a difference of a 
moderate to large magnitude. 

5. DISCUSSION 
A number of conceptual and methodological constraints of the study merit attention. Conceptually, 

the choice of a generic health status instrument was needed, by definition, to enable comparison across 
different patient populations. However, this has inherent limitations regarding the domains of 
comparison. Moreover, such a generic instrument may not address those issues of relevance to 
particular patient groups, such as disease symptoms or treatment side effects. To the extent that such 
disease-specific aspects do not affect the generic domains, the resulting score is only a limited 
reflection of patients’ health status. 

Additionally, a number of issues may have compromised the representativeness of the data. First, a 
number of diseases within a disease cluster or disease clusters themselves may not be represented. For 
example, psychiatric patients with psychoses or schizophrenia and AIDS patients are not included. 
Second, a number of chronic conditions may have been underrepresented with respect to levels of 
severity (see Appendix). For example, some data sets excluded patients under the care of a specialist 
or with serious comorbidities. Additionally, an underrepresentation in the spectrum of severe levels of 
disease due to nonresponse may have occurred [35]. This nonresponse might have exerted a 
differential bias across conditions. For example, one could imagine that persons with mild levels of 
hearing and visual impairments are more inclined to complete written questionnaires than those who 
are more seriously afflicted. Conversely, persons with severe levels of dermatologic disorders or 
respiratory diseases are expected to be more motivated to complete a lengthy questionnaire than those 
with mild levels of disease. Third, in a number of data sets the selection of patients was limited with 
respect to sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., where inclusion criteria have been restricted to 
specific age ranges or to gender). Fourth, the representativeness may also have been affected adversely 
by limited sample size, as was the case with hearing impairments, renal disease, and visual 
impairments. Finally, the number of subsamples per condition varies considerably. Clearly, the larger 
the number of subsamples the more likely the combination of samples will provide a representative 
picture of the particular disease. Despite these limitations, the data are expected to provide a realistic 
representation of these chronic conditions in the Netherlands, given the diversity and magnitude of the 
eight data sets, the face validity of the results, and the concordance with results from the literature. 
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The influence of comorbidity on perceived QL is worthy of note. Patients with comorbid conditions 
in particular reported the poorest levels of physical and mental function. Given the age ranges of the 
subjects included in the analyses, a substantial percentage of subjects will have one or more comorbid 
conditions. For example, hypertension, heart condition, and diabetes mellitus have a likely high rate to 
concur. Additionally, renal failure may result from long-standing hypertension or diabetes mellitus. 
Moreover, in three data sets (3, 5, and 8, see Appendix) individuals could have been classified in 
several disease categories. Because we were unable to separate systematically and uniformly the 
influence of the disease categories from concomitant conditions, the reported QL levels result from the 
combined effect of disease and comorbidity. Whereas this constraint limits the conclusions regarding 
the influence of disease categories, it pays credit to the disease burden experienced by patients 
diagnosed with these diseases. 

The interpretation of the ranked differences also merits attention. There are no clear-cut ways of 
interpreting the clinical relevance of the observed differences [32]. While the adopted criterion of a 
difference of at least 2 points (or 1 point for aggregated means) is plausible, it is not empirically 
substantiated. Moreover, given the heterogeneity inherent to higher order clustering, the variability in 
the range of means is substantial. Relatedly, the combination of all data into one dataset would have 
allowed for statistical analysis, controlling for interactions among different factors, and would provide 
information regarding the statistical significance of the differences. However, because combining the 
data into one database was impossible, we have adopted a conservative, descriptive approach aimed at 
ranking the different disease categories and clusters, thus setting limits to the interpretation of the 
results. 

While secondary data analysis makes use of a wealth of information that would otherwise be ignored, 
its limitations are profound as a result of which primary data collection is preferable. Studies in this 
area should ideally be characterized by the use of large overall samples that are representative of the 
full range of chronic diseases qua disease severity and relevant background characteristics. The 
diagnoses should be medically confirmed. Additionally, standardized QL instruments should be 
administered according to similar procedures. Statistical analysis should provide information 
regarding interactions among disease and sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidity. Finally, 
standardized differences between health status profiles need to be established. 

In order to guarantee a fair and rational health care system, societal costs associated with research, 
training, and use of health services, need to be allocated according to the criteria a society adopts. 
Those areas need to be identified that are in greatest need according to those criteria and/or offer the 
greatest benefits in relation to their costs. In this context, the comparisons across the 13 disease 
clusters are worthy of note. If these results are replicated and validated in future studies, they can be 
considered in addition to information on the prevalence of the diseases, potential benefits of care, and 
current disease-specific expenditures. This combined information can serve a number of purposes. For 
example, health care service provision can be better planned. Distributive injustice where resource 
allocation is not empirically warranted can thus be diminished. Finally, as was the purpose of our 
study, research funds can be allocated to patient groups with those chronic diseases and/or 
sociodemographic characteristics who are in greatest need. 
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APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SETS 

1. TNO-Prevention and Health Study 
Context. Data were collected in the context of the study “Skills of individuals with rheumatoid 

arthritis” conducted in 1996. 
Sample. Age: 16–60 years, identified by 17 rheumatology practices, the sample was stratified by age 

and gender, 1693 patients were approached by their treating rheumatologist, 1061 (63%) responded 
positively. 

Assessment of diagnosis. Rheumatoid arthritis was diagnosed by the treating physician. 
Comorbidity was assessed by means of a self-report list including 22 conditions. 

2. NIA TNO Project 
Context. Three data sets were provided, including those on a) neuromuscular conditions, collected in 

the context of the study “Working with a neuromuscular condition” in 1994; b) asthma, collected in 
the study “Asthma and work” in 1996; and c) multiple sclerosis in the study “MS and work” in 1996. 

Sample. Neuromuscular conditions: Age: 16–65 years, identified either by their treating specialist (N 
= 1299) or by the patient society of neuromuscular diseases (N = 1080); 996 completed questionnaires 
were returned (42% in case there is no overlap between the two patient samples, which cannot be 
established due to privacy regulations). Data are included of patients with dystrophy (N = 266), 
myastheny (N = 348), spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) (N = 79), or hereditary sensorimotor 
neuropathy (HMSN) (N = 234). Asthma: Age: 18–45 years, identified by pulmonologists in five 
provinces of the Netherlands (i.e., Drenthe, Groningen, Limburg, Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland). Of 
the 1335 patients approached, 534 (40%) returned completed questionnaires. Multiple sclerosis: Age: 
18–65 years identified via the patient society of multiple sclerosis. A sample of 1045 patients was 
approached, 836 (80%) returned completed questionnaires. 

Assessment of diagnosis. Neuromuscular conditions were diagnosed by the specialist or by means of 
self-report, dependent on the procedure of accrual. Comorbidity was assessed by means of the 
question “Do you have any other chronic condition?” The diagnosis asthma was established by the 
treating physician. Comorbidity was not assessed. The diagnosis multiple sclerosis was assessed by 
selfreport. Comorbidity was assessed by means of the question “Do you have any other chronic 
conditions?” 

3. MORGEN Project 
Context. Data were collected in the context of the study “Monitoring Risk factors and Heath in the 

Netherlands (MORGEN).” This study purported to examine the health and prevalence of risk factors 
in a sample of the Dutch population during 1993 to 1997. The data used in this article were collected 
in 1995. 

Sample. Age: 20–60 years, living in the cities of Amsterdam, Maastricht, or Doetinchem. The 
response rate was on average 43%, 4946 individuals were included. Only the data of individuals with a 
myocardial infarction (n = 57), stroke (n = 38), diabetes (n = 61), asthma (n = 185), or cancer (n = 
125) were included in the current article. 

Assessment of diagnosis. The presence of these chronic conditions was assessed by means of self-
report (e.g., “Have you ever had a heart attack”). Comorbidity was defined as the presence of two or 
more of these five conditions. This implies that respondents may have been included in more than one 
disease category. 
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4. NIVEL Study 

Context. The data forwarded by the NIVEL research institute originate from a study into the 
continuity of care of chronically ill patients. The objective was to develop an instrument to measure 
continuity of care from the patients’ perspective. The data used in this article were collected at the end 
of 1995 and the beginning of 1996. 

Sample. Age: 18 years and older, identified either by GPs or specialists in the regions surrounding 
the cities of Amsterdam and Tilburg. Consenting patients received the questionnaire from the NIVEL 
research institute. Data of patients with rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, or arthrosis 
deformans (n = 336; response rate 52,5%) or with asthma, chronic bronchitis or lung emphysema (n = 
259; response rate 43,1%) were included. 

Assessment of diagnosis. The diagnoses were established by specialists or GPs. Comorbidity was 
assessed by means of self-report. 

5. Zutphen Elderly Study 
Context. The Zutphen Elderly study is a longitudinal population-based health study among men born 

between 1900 and 1920 and living in the town of Zutphen at the start of the study in 1985. Data 
collected in 1995 were included in the current study. A nonresponse analysis revealed that 
nonrespondents were older, of a lower socioeconomic class, less frequently living independently, and 
with a poorer health status in comparison to those who participated. 

Sample. Of the 462 surviving patients, 343 (74%) participated. Data are included of patients with: 
diabetes mellitus (n = 38); asthma (n = 26); rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, back impairments (n = 
168); hearing impairments (n = 47); visual impairments (n = 34); heart disease (n = 78); stroke (n = 
25); cancer (n = 40); and hypertension (N = 137). 

Assessment of diagnosis. The diagnoses of diabetes mellitus, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, 
osteoarthritis, back impairments, hearing and visual impairments were established via self-report. 
Stroke and heart disease were determined on the basis of information from the hospital and the GP. 
The diagnosis cancer was verified with information of the national cancer registries. Hypertension was 
established with the WHO definition (i.e., systolis ≥160 mmHg; diastolis ≥ 90 mmHg and/or use of 
antihypertension medication). Comorbidity was defined as the presence of two or more endorsed 
chronic conditions. This implies that respondents may have been included in more than one disease 
category [34,35]. 

6. WOK Project 
Context. Data were collected in the context of the study “Monitoring and feedback regarding asthma 

and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in the general practice” performed by the Center 
for Quality of Care Research (WOK) of the research school CaRe, and financed by the Dutch Asthma 
Foundation. The objective was to evaluate systematic monitoring of patients with asthma or COPD in 
general practices. The data presented in this article were baseline data collected in 1996. 

Sample. Age: 18 years and older, random sample of patients with asthma or COPD from 24 GP 
practices in the Eastern part of the Netherlands. Exclusion criteria included: a) being under active 
treatment of a specialist; and b) having serious comorbidities. Patients were approached by their GPs, 
647 (70%) consented. The majority of these patients (70%) had light or moderate forms of asthma or 
COPD. 

Assessment of diagnosis. The diagnosis was established on the basis of lung function and the 
prevalence of symptoms. Comorbidity was assessed by means of a self-report list including 18 
conditions. 

7. NEMESIS Project 
Context. Data were collected in the context of the Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence 

Study (NEMESIS) a prospective, ongoing study into the prevalence, incidence, course, and outcome 
of psychiatric conditions in the Netherlands. Baseline data collected in 1996 were used in the current 
article [37]. Nonresponse was found to be associated with better mental health, gender (more females), 
and age (more individuals in the lower age ranges). Psychiatric morbidity did not differ significantly 
between respondents and nonrespondents. 
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Sample. Age: 18–64 years, representative sample of the general population of the Netherlands; 7147 
persons (69.7% response) were included. Only data of respondents with anxiety disorders (n = 915), 
depression (n = 572), and alcohol abuse/dependence (n = 491) were used. 

Assessment of diagnosis. Diagnoses were established by trained interviewers, using the Composite 
International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI), according to the criteria of the DSMIII-R. Comorbidity was 
noted if at least one additional psychiatric disorder was present and/or a chronic condition was 
endorsed in the self-report list as used by the Central Office for Statistics in the Netherlands. 

8. GLAS Study 
Context. The Groningen Longitudinal Aging Study is a population-based prospective study of the 

determinants of the QL of late-middle-aged or older people who live in the Northern part of the 
Netherlands. Baseline data collected in 1993 were included in the current study. Nonresponse was 
found to be associated with gender (fewer females), age (fewer individuals in the higher age range), 
and the presence of malignancies. 

Sample. Age: 57 years or older, 8723 individuals were approached by their GPs, 62,5% consented. 
Data are included of patients with: asthma/chronic bronchitis (n = 610); other lung diseases, such as 
emphysema (n = 193); heart condition (n = 974); hypertension (n = 1238); stroke (n = 159); ulcer in 
the stomach/duodenum or serious bowel conditions (n = 305); liver disease/gallstones or gall bladder 
inflammation (n = 137); renal disease (n = 137); non-malignant prostate disease (n = 210); diabetes 
mellitus (n = 379); thyroid gland impairments (n = 187); back problems (n = 903); rheumatoid 
arthritis/osteoarthritis/other joint complaints (n = 1195); migraine/chronic headache (n = 489); 
eczema/psoriasis (n = 386); cancer (n = 182); multiple sclerosis (n = 12); and Parkinson’s 
disease/epilepsy (n = 89). 

Assessment of diagnosis. A self-report checklist of 19 chronic medical conditions as employed by 
the Central Office for Statistics in the Netherlands, was employed. Comorbidity was defined as the 
presence of two or more endorsed chronic conditions. This implies that respondents may have been 
included in more than one disease category [32]. 
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